A Louisiana Summer with Ella, the Rose of Lirette is a rapturous heavenly call for
Louisiana families to keep and preserve Christianity within Louisiana hearts and homes.
The Lirettes are a Cajun French family whose patience and fondness for and with each
other teach the value of love and the sanctity of human relations. Their kindness and compassion
for children and heterosexual marital joy relate sweet instances of energetic and loving play
characteristic of the Christian philosophy.
The focus of my story is to teach ways of turning disastrous moments that can affect lives
indefinitely into opportunities for building intimate relationships, recreating for those victimized
a way of returning to normalcy and denying disinterest in life as well as trauma its humiliation.
Such beauty for human mental and emotional dignity is related by stories of Ella and the
whole Lirette family that I am sure Louisiana will endear it as a guide for the return of serene,
peaceful, and lovely existences that bayou living and Southern Christianity relate.
Catching the wind and tasting the summer, Ella absorbs bayou health and plays till
sunset. Guiding her cypress trough down waterways and canals with friends Alvinzi and
Bonepart, she plays with Illi, Alli, and Lalli, rabbits that live on the banks of Terrebonne Bayou.
Ella invites the world to refreshing Louisiana summers and tropical winters where outdoor sport
is year round.
As ministers of hope and creative love, Ella’s parents indulge nothing other than the
sweetness of communion among their own creations to relate the affections of their hearts and
the power of love to their fellow friends and community.
Compelling and heart-warming, Ella’s songs of the South will charm Louisiana back to
their roots and cancel any blues. Each who read will want to experience the heights of interest
that Ella’s fun call them to in Louisiana.
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